
Crammit 1.4.4

Thanks for investing in Crammit, the best way to both continue to use 
and share Jammit files, while telling Jammit to …  well..   Crammit! 

I wrote Crammit in order to create a community of people who want to 
continue to use and share their Jammit files.  I’m committed to keeping the 
Crammit community alive by supporting my app on all platforms.  Crammit 
is the result of hundreds of hours of engineering time, so I hope that you 
understand that the nominal fee I charge for it is not a get-rich-quick 
scheme, but rather, and acknowledgement of the energy invested and the 
expertise required.  I’m a musician, and I believe in helping musicians.    

In order to get the most out of Crammit on your machine, please read 
the User Guide very carefully.

System requirements
• This manual is for Crammit is Mac OS only.  
• The Windows version is very similar, but different enough to require 

its own manual
• You will need at least Mac OS 10.10.6, although 10.11 and above is 

recommended.   
• There is no debugging support available for systems lower than 10.11
• Any Mac that will support the systems above will run Crammit. 
•  No special hardware or interface is needed



******************************************  Pro Tip ******************************************
If you are running Catalina or higher, you are advised to grant Crammit “Full Disk 

Access” in your System Preferences - > Security & Privacy pane

***************************************************************************************************



=========================================================
Using the Songs Window - (Control-S)

=========================================================

******************************************  Pro Tip ******************************************
ONLY use the songs window get the songs you want to play in Crammit!

NEVER go to the website and attempt to download files to play!
They will not work, and any support emails will make George mad because you haven’t 

read this!
***************************************************************************************************

• The Songs window is where you can find any Jammit jcf file and 
download it from the server to a directory of your choice.

• All the Jammit files live on the remote Crammit server.  
• You don’t need to log into the website Downloads section in order to 

download a song int Crammit.
• The list is updated from time to time to correct bad links, so you can 

refresh the list at anytime by clicking the “refresh” button  next to the 
search bar.

• The list of files is presented in a searchable hierarchical list.  Simply 
click the disclosure triangle to expand each group to expose all the 
items in a group.

• Entering any text in the search bar tells Crammit to look through all 
2000 songs in the list, and if the string of search text is found, the list 
of items is recalculated and any file name displays the search string 
in red. 

• Clearing the search bar text displays the entire group again.
• The Filter Bar allows the displayed list to be further refined by only 

showing content pertaining to a particular instrument.   The default is 
set to “All”

• Double-Clicking an item in the displayed table triggers a download 
process.  If you already have the file downloaded in your Library, you 
will get an “Are you sure?” message to prevent needless repetition.

• Dowloaded items are stored in a folder on your Mac.   The default 
folder can be found at “~/Library/Application Support/
com.test.testy.Crammit”  You can paste this text (minus the quotes) 
into the “Go To Folder” box in the Finder.



• You can also select a different folder to store your files on a separate 
drive if you like by clicking the buttons in the Preferences window or 
the Library window.   

• Whatever pathname is displayed in either of those locations is where 
your .jcf files will be downloaded to.

• After a JCF file has been downloaded via the Songs window, 
Crammit expands the audio files into CD quality AIFF format and 
creates and “audioBundle”, which is a special audio-only multitrack 
quicktime movie (no video), and some metadata.   This file is what 
the Crammit Player window uses to play back the songs in the mixer.  

• THIS IS THE ONLY WAY TO GET JAMMIT FILES TO PLAY IN 
CRAMMIT.  DO NOT DOWNLOAD SONGS BY GOING TO THE 
WEBSITE!!!

• When a song has been successfully downloaded and processed, it is 
automatically added to the Library Window.

            

=========================================================
Using the Library Window - (Control-L)

=========================================================

• The Library window gives you a graphical view of the Jammit .jcf files 
in your specified download folder.

• The files files are grouped alphabetically by artist, and are also 
searchable in much the same way as the Crammit Songs window



• To delete a file, simply select it (or drag around a group of files) and 
hit the Delete key.  You will see a confirmation dialog box appear.  If 
you agree, the file is removed from your drive.

• At the top of the window, you will see a pathname displayed in the 
header.  

• This is your default download folder location.  You can modify it at 
any time or reset it back to the default “~/Library/Application 
Support/com.test.testy.Crammit”.

• Double-click an item in the collection to open it in the  Player window.

**********************************  Pro Tip **********************************
Option-Click the instrument icon to quickly export CD quality audio 

tracks and PDF scores!
*******************************************************************************

=========================================================
Using the Player Window - (Control-P)

=========================================================

• The player window is a new feature in Crammit that allows 
interactive playback of raw Jammit .jcf files downloaded by Crammit  
The player window allows you to:

- Randomly access and play back from any point in a movie.
- Loop an section indefinitely
- Playback at lower speeds without changing the pitch!
- Fast forward and reverse to next/previous sections.



• Clicking on the cover art opens the preference pane.   In this popover, 
you can:

⁃ Choose the default loop length
⁃ Tell the click track to mute after the count-in.
⁃ Assign a new directory to be your download destination
⁃ Reset the download destination to the default “~/Library/

Application Support/com.test.testy.Crammit”
• If you have opened a guitar or bass file, you will see the option to display 

either standard notation or tablature.  You can change this at any time, 
even as the song is playing.

• If you have opened a drum file, a “Drum Key” button will appear on the 
right side of the header view.  Clicking this will reveal the drum key to 
interpret the drum tablature.

• If you have opened a song with multiple parts (guitar, vocal, or keyboard), 
then the track selector button will be visible.  You can toggle back and 
forth at any time, even as the song is playing.

• The sheet music is scrollable at any time.  
• Similarly the green overview waveform is scrollable.  The song will locate 

to whatever beat you stop scrolling at.  



• The transport controls are as follows
⁃ Rewind - takes you to the previous section
⁃ Play/Stop - does this need explaining?
⁃ Fast Forward - skips to the next section.
⁃ Loop - when this is on, the button shows a red “surround”, and 

the loop section is showing the overview with a red box.  At 
either end of the red box are translucent drag handles which 
allow you to manually change the loop length.   When the loop 
is toggled on, the loop starts from whatever beat you are 
currently parked on.

⁃ Section Control - pick any section and located directly to it.
⁃ Playback Speed - adjust the playback rate without changing 

pitch.  This can only be done while playback is stopped.
• Mixer controls - There is one fader for each track in the song.  Works just 

like a regular mixer!
• This functions pretty much how the original Jammit app worked, except 

that for the time being, you can’t record into it.   Your DAW is better suited 
for that anyway.  

=========================================================
Using the Player Exporter - (Control-C)

=========================================================
A brief word

The Crammit exporter is a bit of a holdover from the original version of Crammit, which 
was only an exporter and not a player.  The need to create videos, which is admittedly a 
somewhat finicky process, has largely been superseded by having an actual Jammit file 
player on board.  The easiest way to use this window is to NOT have the “Export Video 
Scores” option toggled on.  This allows for export of all the stereo files in hi-res, a click 

track, and printable PDF files of all the scores, although the “quick export” option 
invoked by Option-Clicking a song’s  green instrument icon in the Library window is a far 

better way to go.  If you feel you must create videos of the scores with the audio 
embedded in them, then by all means, read on.   

BE warned, however. This shit is ugly…

Your best bet is to open the Songs window, download a song, and start making music!

Initial Setup
▪ Crammit needs to go through a calibration process to export videos correctly on 

your machine.   You might think that there is a bug in the application when you try 



and export a file, only to discover that the video is out of sync with the music.  
Spending a few minutes to set up your machine makes all the difference.

▪ Unzip you copy of Crammit and double-click to launch the application.
▪ Simply drag any Jammit .jcf file into the top drag well.  The path for the .jcf file 

will be displayed.  ONLY .jcf files can be successfully dragged into this area.  This 
will be your source file.

▪ You can also click inside the drag well to get a standard system file picker panel 
for either the source and destination,

▪

⁃ Note that your Jammit file MUST end with a .jcf extension!   If you 
downloaded a Jammit file from a friend with a Windows machine, ior 
from the Crammit Website , there is a good chance that the .jcf 
extension has been stripped off.  Simply adding “.jcf” to the folder 
name will change it back into a Jammit file, so long as the contents 
of the folder are valid.

▪ Drag an empty folder into the second drag well.  This will be your destination 
folder that Crammit outputs its extracted files to.

▪ Now select your Audio Output Options.   Your options are 
▪ Your safest bet is AIFF files, as that format  can be imported into any DAW.   Your 

three options are:
⁃ 16 bit 44.1 WAV format.  Stereo Linear PCM
⁃ 16 bit 44.1 AIFF format.  Stereo Linear PCM.
⁃ MP3 - compressed and comparatively shitty sounding.   Use if you must…

▪ Crammit will use these settings to extract and reconstruct the compressed audio 
in any Jammit file.  The tracks in Jammit will be exported as separate audio files, 
and also used in the construction of an animated video of the Jammit Score.

▪ Export Video Scores adds the audio from the click track to the generated 
Quicktime movie.   You’ll probably want to do this in most cases.  In most cases, 
the “Notation only” will be your only available option.  Guitar tracks often include 
tablature as well, and if you are exporting a guitar track, you would have the 
additional option of exporting Tabs, Standard Notation, or Both.

▪ Open Test Videos - tells Crammit to open your generated test video in 
Quicktime Player so you can immediately see the results of your synchronization 
tuning.  This is useful as a tool for the critical calibration of Crammit for you 
machine.

A word about the video generation process.   Crammit goes through several 
operations in order to arrive at a final animated video.   

⁃ First, it converts and exports ALL the audio tracks to your destination 
folder. 

⁃ Then, it decodes and extracts all the beat information encoded into the .jcf 
file.  



⁃ The beat information is then used to generate an audio file containing the 
Click track.  This feature is unique to Crammit.  You can load this click 
track into your DAW and it will become the metronome for your tracks.

⁃ The click information is in turn used to create an animation on your screen 
that shows the “wiper” moving across the score. Animation of the wiper is 
inferred by the number of milliseconds in between beats of the click track.

⁃ Crammit then coverts all the score data in to PDF files that are printable in 
proper paginated form.  

⁃ The animation of the score is then “played” in the main window and 
captured as a video in real time.   I’m working on turning this into an offline 
process that will be much faster..   

⁃ It’s important to note that the screen is very much like a camera when 
capturing video.   If you move the window, or decide to go web surfing 
or something, anything that covers the rectangle on the screen will 
be captured in your video!. 

⁃ Finally, the captured video is output with the previously created audio and 
click track files woven into it, according to the preferences that you set for 
each song.   At this point, Jammit metadata for sections, waveform, beats, 
cover art, and tracks is created and embedded in the generated movie.   
This info is needed for full playback in the Player Window.

⁃ As this is a complex multi-threaded process, you will most likely need to 
trim a few milliseconds off the front of the video in order for the animated 
wiper to line up with the music.   That audio tracks are always in sync with 
themselves, but the video will need to be adjusted  for things to line up 
correctly.   Every machine runs at a different speed with a different number 
of processor cores and so on, so you will need to make a few tweaks to 
get optimum results on your machine.

▪ You are now ready to begin the calibration process.  You will need to run Crammit 
in Test Mode.   You do this by holding down the option key and pressing the 
Crammit button.  This launches the export process for everything, but with one 
minor exception:  The videos are truncated after 40 beats of the click.   This is to 
allow you you quickly check that the wiper is in the right place when the video 
plays.   

▪ Ideally, you are looking to see the first flicker of the transparent animated wiper 
with a “1” on it at the first frame or two of the video.  This tells you that you’re in 
the ballpark.

▪ It’s useful to have “Open Test Movies” checked during this process so that you 
can see the results instantly.  QuicktimePlayer can cache videos with the same 
name, so you might need to actually quit Quicktime Player and restart it to clear 
the cache.   Your results may vary.



⁃ Video Trim Slider - start with this all the way to the left (no trim) and 
generate a test video.  You will probably only need to set this up once for 
your machine.   This slider tells Crammit how much to trim off the start of 
the generated Quicktime movie capture, so that the audio starts in sync 
with the generated score.  You’ll generate in Test Mode to set this up.   
Moving the slide to the right removes more off the start of the movie.  If 
you have an older and slower machine, this comes in handy…

⁃ Adjust the Smoothing control. This control adjusts the smoothness of the 
movement of animated wiper.  On some tracks with lots of tempo and time 
changes, or tracks with a very fast tempo, the wiper can “wander” or “get 
lost” during playback.   Smoothness controls adjusts the percentage of 
animation time between beats of the click.  When its all the way to the left, 
the movement is jerky.  All the way to the right, the movement is very 
smooth.  I find that keeping this control set to about 3/4 to the right is a 
good general purpose setting.

⁃ Open Test Videos - tells Crammit to open your generated test video in 
Quicktime Player so you can immediately see the results or your sync 
tuning.  Good to have this on for calibration.

◆ Generate a test video
⁃ With your source file and folder in place, hold down the option key and 

click the Crammit button.  The button will change to “TestMode”.  
⁃ Crammit will then generate a brief video (about 40 click beats) that will 

give you an idea if the click indicator is running in sync with the audio track 
or not.  

⁃ Move the Video Trim Slider to the right and repeat the test until your 
generated videos look like they are running in sync.

⁃ Once you have adjust your machine to generate videos accurately, there 
are a few more options to explore in this window.

◆ Auto-Rename
⁃ Often, Jammit files will have a very long and cryptic name that tells you 

nothing about the file.   Best I can tell, these long filenames were used to 
encode sku information with the Apple store.  As Apple is no longer an 



issue, we can safely convert those dumb names to something more 
useful.

⁃ There is a little button to the left of the Jammit file drop well.  Clicking it 
shows this dialog box.

`

⁃ Click “Convert Name” to permanently change the name of the .jcf file to a 
more readable Artist_Song_Instrument format.

`

◆ Set Export Preferences
⁃ Crammit can save separate export preferences for every file.  
⁃ The preferences let you decide what audio tracks to include in the 

generated video file.   This is very useful, as you may want to load the 
video of the score into your DAW  (Pro Tools, Cubase, Digital Performer, 
etc) along with the 16 bit stems.  In this case, you would not want to 
include any audio tracks at all in the generated movie.   If you want to use 
the Crammit Player Window, then you would most likely want to include 
everything, and then let the Crammit mixer mute or adjust the volume of 
tracks as needed.

⁃ You can also set which audio track is used for “Test Mode” auditioning 
and listening during the export process.

⁃ Click the Export Prefs button to show the preferences for each song.



⁃ To save the preferences, simply click on the little gear icon in the top right 
corner.

Still with me?  Okay, then you’re now ready to extract your Jammit file and free 
yourself from the tyranny of the Jammit ecosystem!

◆ Extract a Jammit file
◆ For the time being, the video generation captures a specific rectangle on the 

screen in real time.  Therefore, there are a few rules to follow:
⁃ Leave the Crammit score view uncovered by another window while export 

is in progress
⁃ Do not move the Crammit window while the export is in progress.
⁃ Failure to observe these rules will result in some pretty goofy videos that 

capture you updating your Facebook posts, downloading porn, or what 
have you.

⁃ This limitation will be removed in future versions
⁃ With your source file and folder in place, click the Crammit button.
⁃ Open a beer (strongly recommended, preferably a locally produced craft 

IPA) , stop your computer from going to sleep, and sit back while Crammit 
does its thing.

⁃ When completed, your output folder will contain 
⁃ all the audio files, 
⁃ score and/or tab printable PDF files
⁃ an audio click track, 
⁃ quicktime movies.

⁃ Repeat as necessary.
◆ Tell Jammit To Crammit!



So that’s it for now.   The next step is getting a holiday…  In the meantime, if you 
encounter any problems, email georgevandalay007@gmail.com.   If you like what you 
see, please post on the Crammit Facebook page and tell your friends!

Wishing you all many days of peace, love, music, and universal health care for all!

Many thanks for your support
George Vandalay

New York City - 2018


